Colorful early Patience deck from an unknown
maker. Wonderful America patriotic Ace with eagle
and candles sitting on a small table draped in a
star pattern cloth. Attractive, colored one way
courts. A chance at an definite one-of-a-kind
American deck.

A very nice example of an early Bay State standard
deck with the Judge Joker, near mint in an
excellent original box. The deck has the Cupid Ace
of Spades and a nice blue design back. Cool.

A very rare opportunity to obtain a complete set of
the scarce black back version of the Trumps Long
Cut cards in very fine condition. Complete decks of
insert cards that match are very hard to find. Very
minor paper loss on a few backs. Good luck!

One of National's most expensive brands with a nice
blue and gold back. Three cards have corner
creases and about a third of the gold edges remain.
The Ace of Clubs indicates these were 'seconds'. The
box top flap is gone. Even so this deck is a bargain!

Neat set of five Whispering Imps decks. These were
created by Chris Chelko (a club member) and
designed by Mark Stutzman. The set includes two
First Editions, The Black Edition and two different
Private Reserve Editions, (note imp on DK!)

Nice souvenir cards in great shape with shiny gold
edges. Slightest wear on backs of four cards. The
back shows a picture of a two-masted schooner and
Joker is an 'Old Salt'. Not too easy to find and the
consignor has put it in at a rock bottom minimum

One of 10 very collectible advertising decks for
Edison Mazda, a General Electric company that were
designed by the famous illustrator Maxfield
Parrish. It is absolutely mint in a cellophane
wrapper inside the box with 52+J and a descriptive
card.

